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Abstract
We propose a formalization of only-knowing-about, which captures the idea that
something is all an agent knows about some subject matter. The work extends
a previous formalization of only-knowing by Levesque. Besides discussing some
of the logical properties of the new concept, we also address the issue of computing what is known about some subject matter for a given knowledge base. In
this context, we are able to relate only-knowing-about to deKleer's ATMS. Finally, we show that only-knowing-about is eciently computable, if we weaken
the underlying model of belief.

1 All I know about

:::

In [Lev90], Levesque proposes a formalization of the concept of only-knowing. This notion,
which captures the idea that something is all an agent knows,1 has proven very valuable in
characterizing the knowledge of a fully introspective agent. In particular, Levesque uses it
to reconstruct and in fact generalize Moore's autoepistemic logic within the framework of a
classical (monotonic) logic.
While a logic of only-knowing is thus very useful from a theoretical point of view, being
able to talk about all an agent knows does not seem very relevant from a practical point of
view, say, as part of a query language. After all, hardly anybody is interested in all I know.2 A
much more useful concept in this regard seems to be the notion of only-knowing-about, where
one is interested in all the agent knows about a certain subject matter. Thus queries like is
this all you know about Tweety or what do you know about Tweety seem very appropriate.
Another application is a multi-agent scenario where agents reason about other agents,
possibly applying defaults. For example, assume there are two agents, Jack and Jill, with
the default that birds y unless known otherwise being common knowledge. If Jill knows

This paper also appeared in: Proc. of the 3rd Int. Conf. on Knowledge Representation and Reasoning,
Morgan Kaufmann, San Mateo, CA, 1992, pp. 639{648.
1
We will freely use the terms knowledge and belief interchangeably. While all of the logics discussed here
allow an agent to have false beliefs, none of our results hinges on this choice.
2
Besides, for a knowledge-based agent it is a trivial matter to tell a user all it knows. It only needs to hand
over a copy of its knowledge base.
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that all Jack knows about Tweety is that he is a bird, then Jill knows that Jack knows that
Tweety ies. Notice that, while it is unreasonable to assume that an agent knows all another
agent knows, it is quite possible that an agent knows all another agent knows about a certain
subject. For example, Jill may just have bought Tweety and now tells Jack that Tweety is a
bird.
In this paper, we propose a formalization of only-knowing-about in the propositional case.
We do so by extending the existing logic of only-knowing developed by Levesque [Lev90].
Besides discussing general properties of only-knowing-about, we also address the issue of
computing all an agent knows about a subject matter and relate it to deKleer's ATMS [deK86].
Finally, we show how, by weakening the underlying model of belief, this computation can be
carried out eciently.
To our knowledge, this is the rst formalization of only-knowing-about that has been
studied in detail. Levesque, in his paper on only-knowing, also suggests a de nition of onlyknowing-about which unfortunately has serious de ciencies. We will get back to this later.
Preliminary results of our work appeared in [Lak92].
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce Levesque's logic of onlyknowing. In Section 3, we extend Levesque's logic by introducing the concept of only-knowingabout and discuss some of its properties. Section 4 addresses the issue of computing all that
is known about some subject matter for a given knowledge base. Section 5 shows how all that
is known about some subject matter can be computed eciently if we weaken the underlying
model of belief appropriately. Finally, Section 6 summarizes the results and discusses future
directions.

2 The Logic OL
In this section, we introduce a propositional version of Levesque's logic of only-knowing.3
The primitives of the language are a countably in nite set P of atomic propositions (or
atoms), the connectives _, :, and the modal operators L and O. For convenience we also
include a special atom 2, which always denotes falsity. Sentences are formed in the usual
way from these primitives.4
Literals are either atoms or negated atoms. Clauses are disjunctions of literals. A clause
c is contained in a clause c0 (c  c0) if every literal in c other than 2 occurs in c0. We write
c ( c0 instead of c  c0 and c0 6 c. A sentence is called objective if it contains no modal
operator, subjective if every atom occurs within the scope of a modal operator, and basic
if it contains no O's.
The semantics of OL is based on the notion of a world, which is simply a truth assignment
of the atoms.
De nition 1 (Worlds) A world w is a function w : P ?! ft; f g such that w(2) = f .
Belief (L) is interpreted possible-world style.5 The idea is that an agent imagines a set of
Levesque considers the more general case of a rst-order language with quantifying-in.
We will freely use other connectives like ^,  and , which should be understood as syntactic abbreviations of the usual kind.
5
Possible-world semantics goes back to Kripke [Kri63]. Its application to epistemic notions is due to
Hintikka [Hin62].
3
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worlds all of which are compatible with what the agent believes about the world. In other
words, the agent believes a sentence just in case that sentence is true in all the worlds he or
she imagines.
In order for O to capture the intuition that is all that is believed, we require that
not only holds at all the worlds that are imagined, i.e., that is believed, but also that the
set of worlds is as large as possible. In other words, we could not possibly add more worlds
to the set and still believe . If is objective, there is a unique M that has this property,
namely the set of all worlds where is true. If itself contains modal operators, there may
be multiple M or none at all, a phenomenon that corresponds precisely to the fact that a
sentence may have multiple stable expansions or none at all [Lev90].
Let p be an atom and let and be arbitrary sentences, The truth of a sentence with
respect to a world w and a set of worlds M (M; wj= ) is de ned as follows:
M; wj=p
() w(p) = t
M; wj=:
() M; wj6=
M; wj= _ () M; wj= or M; wj=
M; wj=L
() for all w0, if w0 2 M then M; w0j=
M; wj=O
() for all w0, w0 2 M i M; w0j=
Note that the only di erence between L and O is that the if : : : then is replaced by i .
As a notational convenience, we often write M j= if is subjective, since the truth of
depends solely on the set of worlds M . Similarly, we write wj= for objective .
A set of sentences ? logically implies a sentence (?j= ) i for all worlds w and sets of
worlds M , if M; wj= for all 2 ?, then M; wj= . is valid (j= ) i fgj= .

2.1 Some properties of OL

The reader is referred to [Lev90] for a sound and complete axiomatization of OL. Here we
only touch on some of the main aspects of the logic.
It is well known that, given a globally accessible set of worlds M , the properties of L
are precisely those of weak S5 [HM85], that is, beliefs are closed under logical implication
(j=L ^ L(  )  L ) and positive as well as negative introspection (j=L  LL and
j=:L  L:L ).
As far as the operator O is concerned, its properties are probably best explaine by
noting its tight connection to the stable expansions of autoepistemic logic as proposed by
Moore [Moo85].
De nition 2 (Moore) Stable Expansions
A set of sentences ? is a stable expansion of a set of sentences A i ? satis es the xedpoint equation:
? = f j is basic and A [ fL j 2 ?g [ f:L j 62 ?gj=taut g;
where j=taut denotes tautological consequence, that is, logical consequence of classical propositional logic.

De nition 3 Belief Set

A set of basic sentences is a belief set for a set of worlds M i ? = f j M j=L g.
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Although belief sets contain non-objective sentences, it turns out that it suces to consider
only the objective ones in order to distinguish between di erent belief sets.
Lemma 2.1 Belief sets are uniquely determined by the objective sentences they contain.
Proof : A proof can be found in [HM84]. 
The following corollary will be useful in the next section.
Corollary 2.2 Belief sets are uniquely determined by the objective clauses they contain.
Proof : Follows
V directly
V from the fact that beliefs have equivalent conjunctive normal forms
and that j=L( i )  L i . 
The next theorem demonstrates that OL subsumes Moore's autoepistemic logic provided we
restrict ourselves to a nite set of premises (understood conjunctively).
Theorem 1 (Levesque) For any basic and any set of worlds M , M j=O i the belief set
of is a stable expansion of f g.6

3 The Logic OLa
In this section we extend OL in a way that allows us to express the fact \this is all I know
about a nite set of atomic propositions  ". For that purpose, we add an in nite number
of modal operators Oh i for each nite set of atoms  to the language. If we refer to a set
extensionally, we usually leave out the curly brackets. For example, we write Ohp; q i instead
of Ohfp; q gi.
Our task is now to de ne the semantics of Oh i , that is, given a set of worlds M , when
is it the case that is all M knows about the atoms in  ? We approach this question by
rst de ning a set of worlds M j that has the same knowledge about  as M but knows
nothing else. In a sense, M j is obtained from M by forgetting everything that is irrelevant
to  . With that construction, it seems that believing only about a subject  at a set of
worlds M reduces to believing only (without any further quali cations) at M j . It turns
out, however, that this de nition sometimes has the e ect that one believes only about 
without actually believing , which seems counterintuitive.7 This problem is caused, roughly,
by the fact that an introspective agent who forgets not only loses knowledge but also gains
knowledge, namely about his or her increased ignorance. In order to circumvent this problem,
we simply add the restriction that must be believed to the de nition of Oh i . We now
turn to the formal de nitions.
M j is de ned as the set of all worlds that satisfy precisely the known objective sentences
about  . The question is, of course, how to get at just those known sentences about  . First,
by Corollary 2.2, it suces to consider only the known clauses instead of arbitrary sentences.
Furthermore, we only need to look at clauses that are minimal in the sense that they do not
already follow from other known clauses:
Levesque also shows that we can drop the condition that sentences are basic if we generalize the notion of
stable expansions appropriately. Also, for reasons independent of this theorem, Levesque restricts himself to
so-called maximal sets of worlds, a complication which we simply ignore here.
7
An example is given in Section 3.1.
6
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De nition 4 M -minimality

Given a set of worlds M , a clause c is called M -minimal i M j=Lc and for all clauses
c ( c, M j6=Lc0.
By restricting ourselves to M -minimal clauses, we rule out clauses that mention the subject
matter but do not really tell us anything about it. For example, let the subject matter be p
and assume all we know is q , that is, M = fw j wj=q g. Then we certainly also know (p _ q ),
which is not M -minimal because q is known as well. While (p _ q ) mentions the subject
matter p, it does so, in a sense, only accidentally, since it does not convey us what is really
known about p, namely nothing. The only M -minimal clause mentioning p is (p _:p), which
gives us the right information.
In general, what is known about a subject matter  at a set of worlds M is captured by
those M -minimal clauses that mention any of the atomic propositions in  . The only exception
occurs when M is empty. In this case M knows every sentence and has, in particular,
contradictory about the subject matter, which is characterized by 2, the only M -minimal
clause if M is empty. This leads us to the following de nition.
De nition 5 M --minimality
Given a set of worlds M and a subject matter  , a clause c is called M - -minimal i c is
M -minimal and, in addition, c = 2 or c contains either p or :p for some p 2 .
M j is now simply the set of all worlds that satisfy all M --minimal sentences.
0

De nition 6

Given a set of worlds M and a subject matter  ,
M j = fw j wj=c for all M --minimal clauses cg.
Given M j , we are now able to characterize the meaning of Oh i in terms O and L:
M; wj=Ohi () M j ; wj=O and M j=L :
Logical implication and validity in OLa are de ned as in OL.
This completes the semantics of the extended logic OLa.

3.1 Some properties of OLa

So far, we have not obtained a complete axiomatization of OLa. In the following, we present
examples that demonstrate that the new concept Oh i has indeed reasonable properties.
(The proofs are deferred to the end of this subsection.) A more concise picture of what Oh i
is all about will emerge in the next section, where we show a strong connection between
only-knowing-about and the ATMS.
Let and be sentences and p and q distinct atoms.
1. j=Oh i  L ,
that is, if is all I believe about  then I surely believe . However, : : :
2. j6=Oh i  O (unless j=:Oh i ),
since I could also believe q for any atom not in  or . On the other hand, if  contains
all the atoms occurring in , only-knowing and only-knowing-about coincide, that is,
j=Ohi  O .
5

3. If j=  , then j=Oh i  Oh i .
If all I believe about  is , then the syntactic form of is immaterial.
4. j=Ohpi(p _ q )  (:Lp ^ :Lq ).
This is because if I knew either p or q , then p _ q would be contingent information and
thus, in either case, would not capture what I really know about p. Similarly,
5. j=Ohpi(p _ q )  (:L:p ^ :L:q ).
For if I knew :p, I would also know q because I know (p _ q ). Thus (p _ q ) would once
again not capture what I really know about p. (Similarly, if I knew :q .)
6. j=Ohp; q ip  Ohq i(q _ :q ).
If all I know about p and q is p, then I know nothing about q .
The following example treats a case where it is absurd to say this is all I know about p.
7. j=:Ohpiq .
In other words, something totally independent of p cannot be all I know about p. For
example, it does not make sense to say that all I know about Tweety is that roses are
red.
8. As Theorem 1 shows, only-knowing captures autoepistemic reasoning. The following
example indicates that the weaker assumption of only-knowing-about in fact suces for
this purpose.
Let p denote the proposition Tweety ies. Given the assumption that Tweety ies
unless known otherwise, autoepistemic reasoning lets us conclude that Tweety ies.
Formally, j=O(:L:p  p)  Lp. Later, if we discover that Tweety indeed does not y,
we retract our previous conclusion, that is, j=O(:p ^ (:L:p  p))  :Lp. However, it
is intuitively clear that we need not require that the assumption is all we know to get
the desired conclusion, but that the weaker requirement that this is all we know about
Tweety suces. And indeed, our formalization gives us just that. (The subject matter
about Tweety in this case is simply fpg.)
j=Ohpi(:L:p  p)  Lp.
j=Ohpi(:p ^ (:L:p  p))  :Lp.
9. The following example concerns the case of sentences with multiple stable expansions.
Again, the weaker requirement of only-knowing-about suces to make the same distinctions as regular autoepistemic logic.
j=Ohpi(Lp  p)  [Ohpip _ Ohpi(p _ :p)].
In other words, believing only Lp  p about p is the same as believing either only p or
nothing about p.

Proofs:
6

1. j=Oh i  L .
Follows immediately from the de nition of Oh i.
It is worth noting that the property does not hold in general, if we omit the condition
`M j=L ' from the de nition of Oh i. Here is an example. Let M  = fw j wj=q g.
Then M  knows absolutely nothing about p, that is, M  j=Ohpi(p _:p) or, equivalently,
M j=Ohpi:Lp because M jp = M0. Note that M jpj=O:Lq, since it knows nothing
about q . However, M  j6=L:Lq .
2. j6=Oh i  O (unless j=:Oh i ).
Let = p,  = fpg, and let M = fw j wj=p ^ q g. Since the only M-minimal clause
that mentions p is p itself, M j = fw j wj=pg. Since M j=Lp and M j j=Op, we obtain
M j=Ohip, but M j6=Op. In fact, M j=O(p ^ q).
3. If j=  , then j=Oh i  Oh i .
Let j=  and let M be a set of worlds such that M j=Oh i . We need to show that
M j=Ohi . (The reverse direction is completely symmetric and is omitted.)
By assumption, M j=L , that is, for all w 2 M; M; wj= . Since j=  , we obtain
that for all w 2 M; M; wj= , which implies that M j=L .
Since, by assumption, M j j=O , we obtain that for all worlds w, w 2 M j i M j ; wj= .
Since j=  , this is the same as for all w, w 2 M j i M j ; wj= and, therefore,
M j j=O .
Since M j=L and M j j=O , M j=Oh i follows.
4. j=Ohpi(p _ q )  (:Lp ^ :Lq ).
Let M j=Ohpi(p _ q ). Then M jp j=O(p _ q ), that is, M jp = fw j wj=(p _ q )g. Assume
that M j=Lp. Then M jp j=Lp, since p is M-minimal. However, M jp contains a world w
such that w j=q yet wj6=p, a contradiction.
Now assume that M j=Lq . Then none of the M-minimal clauses that mention p contains
q as a literal. (In particular, (p _ q) is no longer M-minimal.) As noted before, M jp
contains a world w such that w j=q yet wj6=p. By de nition of M jp , wj=c for all
M-minimal clauses c that mention p. Let w be exactly like w except that wj=:q .
Note that wj=c for all M-minimal clauses c that mention p, because none of those c
contains the literal q . Thus w 2 M jp, but wj6=(p _ q ), a contradiction.
5. j=Ohpi(p _ q )  (:L:p ^ :L:q ).
Let M j=Ohpi(p _ q ). Then M jp j=O(p _ q ), that is, M jp = fw j wj=(p _ q )g. Assume
M j=L:p. Then, since M j=L(p _ q), M j=Lq follows, contradicting the previous property.
Similarly, if we assume that M j=L:q , then M j=Lp follows, a contradiction.
6. j=Ohp; q ip  Ohq i(q _ :q ).
Let  = fp; q g and M j=Oh ip. Assume M j6=Ohq i(q _ :q ). Thus M jq j6=O(q _ :q ) (since
M j=L(q _ :q)) and, hence, M jq 6= M0 (the set of all worlds). In particular, there is a
clause c which is M-minimal and mentions q and which is not a tautology. Note also
7

that c does not contain the literal p because p itself is M-minimal. By the de nition
of M j , M j j=Lc . But M j = fw j wj=pg. Thus there is a world w 2 M j such that
wj6=c (since c does not contain the literal p), a contradiction.
7. j=:Ohpiq .
Assume, to the contrary, that there is an M such that M j=Ohpiq . Then M jp j=Oq , that
is, M jp = fw j wj=q g. Since M j=Lq , q is M-minimal and no M-minimal clause that
mentions p contains q as a literal. Thus there exists a w that satis es all M-minimal
clauses mentioning p and wj6=q . But w 2 M jp, a contradiction.
8. j=Ohpi(:L:p  p)  Lp.
Let M j=Ohpi(:L:p  p). Then M jp j=O(:L:p  p) and thus M jp = fw j wj=pg, that
is, M jp j=Lp. Since M  M jp, M j=Lp holds as well.
j=Ohpi(:p ^ (:L:p  p))  :Lp.
Similar to the previous case, if we assume that M j=Ohpi(:p ^ (:L:p  p)), then
M jpj=O(:p ^ (:L:p  p)) and thus M jp = fw j wj=:pg, which implies that M j=L:p
and M j=:Lp.
9. j=Ohpi(Lp  p)  [Ohpip _ Ohpi(p _ :p)].
First we prove that j=Ohpi(Lp  p)  [Ohpip _ Ohpi(p _ :p)]. Let M j=Ohpi(Lp  p).
Then M jp j=O(Lp  p). It is easy to see that there are only two cases: (a) M jp =
fw j wj=pg and (b) M jp = M0. In case (a) we obtain M j=Lp, M jpj=Op, and, hence,
M j=Ohpip. In case (b), M j=L(p _ :p), M jpj=O(p _ :p), and, hence, M j=Ohpi(p _ :p).
To prove j=[Ohpip _ Ohpi(p _ :p)]  Ohpi(Lp  p), let us rst assume that M j=Ohpip.
Then M j=Lp and M jpj=Op. Therefore, M j=L(Lp  p) and M jp j=O(Lp  p), which
implies M j=Ohpi(Lp  p). Now let us assume that M j=Ohpi(p _ :p). Then M j=L:Lp
and, hence, M j=L(Lp  p). Also, since M jp j=O(p _:p), M jp j=O(Lp  p) holds as well.
Again, M j=Ohpi(Lp  p) follows.


3.2 Levesque's Proposal

As mentioned before, Levesque suggests a de nition of Oh i in [Lev90], yet without analyzing
it in any depth. We now brie y discuss Levesque's proposal and point out some of its problems.
In our notation and restricted to the propositional case, Levesque's de nition goes as follows:

M j=Ohi

() for all w, w 2 M i

M; wj= and there is a w0 2 M such that
for all atoms p, if w(p) =
6 w0(p), then p 2 .
The extra condition (compared to the de nition of O) amounts to saying that w must be
an element of M unless it violates knowledge about something other than  .

At rst glance, this de nition looks quite appealing because of its simplicity. It also
shares many of the properties with our de nition of Oh i. Unfortunately, it also has some
rather counterintuitive properties. Here are two examples. In the following, we abbreviate
8

the condition \: : : and there is a w0 2 M such that for all atoms p, if w(p) 6= w0 (p), then
p 2 " by ().
1. Let M = fw j wj=q g. Intuitively, M knows nothing about p. However, according to
Levesque's de nition, M j=Ohpiq , that is, M claims to know something totally irrelevant
about p.
Proof: First, let w 2 M . Obviously wj=(p _ q). The condition () is satis ed simply
by choosing w0 = w. If w 62 M , then wj6=q and we are done.
2. Let M be as before. Then M j=Ohpi(p  q ). This seems even more misleading, since
M 's alleged knowledge about p seems at least plausible.
Proof: For any w 2 M , wj=q and w satis es (). Conversely, let w 62 M . We have
to show that if wj=(p  q ), then () is violated. Thus let us assume that wj=(p  q ).
Then wj6=p and wj6=q . Therefore, any w0 2 M is such that w(q ) 6= w0 (q ), but q 62 fpg.
While it seems possible to lter out occurrences of example (1) by adding a suitable restriction
that forces to be relevant to  , case (2) cannot be resolved by looking at and  alone.

4 Computing all that is known about some subject matter
Having de ned what it means for to be all an agent knows about a certain subject matter
, it seems natural to ask how to compute from the agent's knowledge base (KB). In this
section we will provide an answer for the special yet important case of objective KBs, that is, no
modal operators are allowed in the KB. This case is particularly interesting because computing
all that is known about  reduces to abductive reasoning and, in particular, to computing
explanations in the sense of an ATMS [deK86] for the atoms in  and their negations. Thus we
are able to relate only-knowing-about to more familiar notions in knowledge representation.
Following [Lev90], a sentence is said to explain a sentence just in case  is
believed and : is not believed. If L is our model of belief and the beliefs are represented by
an objective KB,8 Levesques has shown that his de nition coincides with previous de nitions
of abduction such as Poole's [Poo88], where explains i KB [ f gj= and KB [ f g is
consistent.
An ATMS then computes the set of all simplest explanations9 for a given KB and .
As an example, let us consider a simple minded medical KB which only knows that hepatitis
causes jaundice and that the patient has a fever, represented as
KB = f(hepatitis  jaundice); feverg:
An ATMS, asked for the explanations of jaundice, returns both hepatitis and the trivial
explanation jaundice itself, denoted as atms[KB; jaundice] = fjaundice; hepatitisg. Notice
that hepatitis  jaundice is all that is known about jaundice according to our de nition. We
can reconstruct this information systematically using the output from the ATMS as
^
(c  jaundice)
=
c2atms[KB;jaundice]

8
9

The beliefs represented by KB are characterized by the set of all worlds that satisfy KB.
Roughly, an explanation is simpler than if the literals in are contained in .

9

It is easy to verify that

j=OKB  Ohjaundicei
because  (jaundice  jaundice) ^ (hepatitis  jaundice)  (hepatitis  jaundice). In

the following, we examine the general case of computing all that is known about a subject
matter using an ATMS (Theorem 2).
To simplify matters, we assume that the subject matter  consists of a single atom p.
All of the following results generalize in a straightforward way to arbitrary sets due to the
following lemma:
Lemma 4.1 Let 1 and 2 be two sets of atoms and and objective sentences. Then
j=Oh1i ^ Oh2i  Oh1 [ 2i( ^ ).
Proof : Let M be a set of worlds such that M j=Oh1i ^ Oh2i . By the semantics of
Oh1i and Oh2i, M j=L and M j=L and hence M j=L( ^ ). Let  = 1 [ 2. We still
need to prove that M j j=O( ^ ).
First we show that M j = M j1 \ M j2 . If M = fg then M j = M j1 = M j2 = fg and
we are done. Now assume that M is not empty. Then M j , M j1 , and M j2 are not empty
either. To show that M j j=O( ^ ), let w be any world. w 2 M j i wj=c for all M -minimal
clauses c that mention some p 2  i wj=c for all M -minimal clauses c that mention some
p 2 1 and wj=c for all M -minimal clauses c that mention some p 2 2 i w 2 M j1 \ M j2 .
By assumption, M j1 j=O and M j2 j=O . Since and are objective, M j1 =
fw j wj= g and M j2 = fw j wj= g. Therefore M j = fw j wj= g \ fw j wj= g. From
this it is straightforward to show that M j j=O( ^ ). 
Notation: For any clause c, let c denote the complement of c, that is, the conjunction of
the complements of the literals contained in c. Also, from now on KB denotes a nite set of
clauses. Whenever the formalism requires a sentence instead of a set, we write KB as well and
mean the conjunction of all the clauses in the knowledge base. Let <[KB] = fwjwj=KBg, that
is <[KB] represents the beliefs that follow from KB.
The following de nitions are mainly adapted from [Lev89].
First we need to de ne what it means for a sentence to be a simplest (or minimal) explanation.
De nition 7 Simplicity
The set of literals contained in an objective sentence is de ned as follows:
LITS(2) = fg; LITS(p) = fpg; LITS(: ) = fl j l 2 LITS( )g;
LITS( ^ ) = LITS( ) [ LITS( ).
is simpler than (  ) i LITS( ) ( LITS( ).

De nition 8 Explanations and minimal explanations
Let and be objective sentences. Then
1.
2.

explL wrt. KB i <[KB]j=L(  ) ^ :L: .
min explL wrt. KB i explL wrt. KB and for no



 ,



We now turn to Reiter and deKleer's formalization of an ATMS [RdK87].
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explL wrt. KB.

De nition 9 An ATMS
1. IMPS[KB] = fc j c is a clause and KBj=cg.
2. IMPS[KB] = fc j c 2 IMPS[KB] and for no c0 ( c; c0 2 IMPS[KB]g.10
3. Let c be a clause. Then
atms[KB; c] = f(q1 ^ : : : ^ qk ) j k  0 and (q1 _ : : : _ qk _ c) 2 IMPS[KB]g.11

Note that atms returns explanations in a special syntactic form, namely as conjunctions of
literals. Levesque's de nition of simplest explanations, on the other hand, does not worry
about how an explanation is represented. Nevertheless, as shown by Levesque, the two notions
are equivalent at the level of propositions,12 that is, the propositions expressed by atms[KB; c]
are the same as the propositions expressed by the simplest explanations of c with respect to KB.
Given De nition 9, we are now able to prove that all that is known about p by KB is completely
characterized by atms[KB; p] together with atms[KB; :p]. First, we note a straightforward
connection between IMPS[KB] and the notion of <[KB]-minimality (De nition 4).
Lemma 4.2 For any clause c, c 2 IMPS[KB] i c is <[KB]-minimal.
Proof : Note that <[KB]j=L i KBj= for all objective sentences . The lemma follows
now immediately from the de nitions of <[KB]-minimality and IMPS[KB]. 

Theorem 2 Let p be an atom, ?p = atms[KB; p], and ?p = atms[KB; :p]. Then
^
^
j=OKB  Ohpi[ (c  p) ^ (c  :p)]:
c2?p

Proof :

V

c2?p

V

Let = c2?p (c  p) ^ c2?p (c  :p). (Note that (c  p) and (c  :p) really are clauses,
since c is a conjunction of literals.) First, it is not hard to show that both ?p and ?p are
nite so that is in fact a well-de ned objective sentence. Let M = fw j wj= g. Then
M = fw j wj=(c  p) for all c 2 ?p g \ fw j wj=(c  :p) for all c 2 ?pg. By Lemma 4.2,
?p = fc j (c  p) is <[KB]-minimal g and ?p = fc j (c  :p) is <[KB]-minimal g. Note that,
by De nition 6,

<[KB]jp = fw j wj=(c  p) for all <[KB]-minimal (c  p)g \
fw j wj=(c  :p) for all <[KB]-minimal (c  :p)g
Thus <[KB]jp = M and, hence, <[KB]jpj=O . Obviously, M j=L holds as well and,
therefore, M j=Ohpi .
[Note that in the case where KB is consistent and KBj=p, atms[KB; p] = f:2g, in which
case  (:2  p)  p (similarly for KBj=:p). If KB is inconsistent, then atms[KB; p] = fg.
Thus is the empty clause, represented as 2.] 
10
11
12

In the terminology of Reiter and deKleer, IMPS[KB] contains the prime implicants of KB.
Actually, given deKleer's original formulation of an ATMS [deK86], this came out as a theorem in [RdK87].
The proposition expressed by a sentence can be thought of as the set of worlds that satisfy .
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5 The Logic OBa
While the previous section demonstrates how only-knowing-about can in principle be computed using an ATMS, the result also entails that the computational cost is considerable since
the ATMS is inherently intractable [SL90].
The source of this complexity lies in the very powerful model of belief that we adopted,
which requires belief to be closed under logical implication (j=L ^ L(  )  L ). In particular, this means that even computing the objective beliefs of <[KB] is intractable. Levesque
has called this type of belief implicit belief and contrasts it with explicit belief, which should
take into account a reasoner's limited resources [Lev84]. In [Lev89], Levesque suggests a
particular form of explicit belief,13 which does not only yield a tractable deductive reasoner,
but which lends itself to the de nition of a tractable form of abduction or limited ATMS.
Given this result, we are able to show that an agent can eciently compute all that he or she
explicitly knows about some subject matter.
First we modify the logic OLa in order to incorporate the notion of explicit belief along
the lines of [Lev89].
For this purpose, we replace the operator L with a new operator B (for explicit belief).
B and O in this new logic are variants of the same operators in [LL88]. Also B extends
Levesque's notion of explicit belief in [Lev89] (which, in turn, is a variant of Levesque's logic
of explicit belief in [Lev84]) by allowing arbitrary nestings of modal operators.
The semantics of this new logic OBa is de ned just like the semantics of OLa except that
B and O are interpreted with respect to so-called situations instead of worlds and Ohi is
de ned in terms of B and O. While worlds assign a truth value to every atomic proposition,
situations, in contrast, assign truth values to all the literals with the restriction that either p
or :p is assigned true. This gives us the following important di erence between worlds and
situations: while a literal and its complement always have complementary truth values at a
world, they may both have the value t at a situation.
De nition 10 Situations
A situation s is a function s : Literals ?! ft; f g such that s(2) = f and for every atom p,
either s(p) = t or s(:p) = t.
The de nitions for M -minimality, M - -minimality, and M j carry over from implicit belief
to explicit belief in the obvious way. Note that those de nitions rely on the fact that belief
sets are uniquely determined by the objective clauses they contain. Lemma 5.1 below veri es
that this is indeed the case for explicit belief as well.
De nition 11 M -minimality
Given a set of situations M , a clause c is called M -minimal i M j=Bc and for all clauses
c0 ( c, M j6=Bc0.

De nition 12 M --minimality

Given a set of situations M and a subject matter  , a clause c is called M - -minimal i c
is M -minimal and, in addition, c = 2 or c contains either p or :p for some p 2  .
13

This is a variant of the type of explicit belief de ned in [Lev84].
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De nition 13

Given a set of situations M and a subject matter  ,

M j = fs j s is a situation and sj=c for all M --minimal clauses cg.
Since situations assign independent truth values to literals and their complements, the semantic rules for arbitrary sentences must de ne truth support for sentences and their negations.
Let p be an atom, and arbitrary sentences, s a situation, and M a set of situations. M j
is de ned as in Section 3 except that worlds are replaced by situations.
M; sj=p
() s(p) = t
M; sj=:p
() s(:p) = t
M; sj=::
() M; sj=
M; sj= _
() M; sj= or M; sj=
M; sj=:( _ ) () M; sj=: and M; sj=:
M; sj=B
() for all s0, if s0 2 M then M; s0j=
M; sj=O
() for all s0, s0 2 M i M; s0j=
M; sj=Ohi
() M j ; sj=O and M; sj=B
Let  be any of the operators B,O, or Oh i.
M; sj=:
() M; sj6=
Since we are interested in situations only as far as explicit belief is concerned, we de ne
truth and logical implication, as usual, with respect to worlds only. Let w be a world and M
a set of situations. A sentence is said to be true at w and M just in case M; wj= . For a
set of sentences ?, ?j= i for all worlds w and sets of situations M , if M; wj= for all 2 ?,
then M; wj= . Validity (j= ) is de ned as usual as fgj= .

5.1 Some properties of OBa

As said before, explicit belief (B) and explicitly only-believing (O) are variants of similar
notions in [LL88] (and also extensions of [Lev84, Lev89]). Thus we will not discuss the
properties of B and O in detail here. What makes implicit belief interesting for our purposes
is that it allows for tractable reasoning in the sense that, if we have an objective KB and an
objective , both in conjunctive normal form, then deciding whether B is logically implied
by BKB is tractable [Lev89]. The algorithm is very simple and relies on the following fact.
B is logically implied by BKB i for every clause c in one of the following properties holds:
1. c is tautologous, that is, it contains complementary literals.
2. There is a clause c0 in KB such that c0  c.
The corresponding algorithm, of course, can be computed in time O(jKBj; j j).14 Notice that
modus ponens is ruled out as a valid inference rule, that is, an agent who believes p and p  q
does not necessarily believe q .
Let us now turn to Oh i in the context of explicit belief. Our approach to de ning the
meaning of Oh i presumes that the beliefs at a set of situations are uniquely determined by
14
Apart from testing for tautologous clauses, the algorithm in fact computes tautological entailment, a form
of relevance logic [AB75, Dunn 1976].
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the objective clauses they contain, just as in the case of implicit belief. The following lemma
veri es that this is indeed the case.
Lemma 5.1 The beliefs at a set of situations M are uniquely determined by the clauses that
are believed at M .
Proof : It suces to prove that (1) the beliefs at M are uniquely determined by the objective
sentences that are believed at M , (2)V everyVbelief can be transformed into an equivalent
conjunctive normal form, and (3) j=B i  B i . Proofs of these properties in the case of
the logic of [LL88] carry over to OBa in a straightforward way. 
In Section 3.1, we proved properties of Oh i in the case of implicit belief. Except for property
3, all of those hold in the case of explicit belief as well. In fact, the proofs carry over simply
by replacing worlds by situations and L by B.
To see that property 3 no longer holds, let = p ^ (p  q ) and = p ^ q . Obviously,
j=  . Let M = fs j s is a situation and sj= g. It is easy to see that M j=Ohp; qi ,
but M contains a situations s such that sj=p, sj=:p, and sj6=q . Thus M j6=B and, hence,
M j6=Ohp; qi .
The following weakened form of property 3 holds, however, in the case of explicit belief:
3' If for any situation s and any set of situations M , M; sj= i M; sj= ,
then j=Oh i  Oh i .
(The proof is very similar to the proof of 3.)

5.2 Computing all that is known explicitly about some subject matter

In order to compute what an objective KB knows about some subject matter based on explicit
belief, we use Levesque's de nition of a limited form of abductive explanation, which is
obtained from De nition 8 simply be replacing L with B. Also, we need to characterize the
beliefs of an objective KB now in terms of situations rather than worlds. Therefore, let

<[KB] = fs j s is a situation and sj=KBg:
De nition 14 (Levesque) Explanations and minimal explanations for explicit belief
Let and be objective sentences. Then

explB wrt. KB i <[KB]j=B(  ) ^ :B: .
2. min explB wrt. KB i explB wrt. KB and for no   ,  explB wrt. KB.
Similarly, Levesque de nes a limited version of an ATMS by replacing IMPS with EXPS,
which is the set of clauses explicitly believed at <[KB].
De nition 15 (Levesque) A limited ATMS
1. EXPS[KB] = fc j c is a tautologous clause or 9c 2 KB; c  cg.
2. EXPS[KB] = fc j c 2 EXPS[KB] and for no c0 ( c; c0 2 EXPS[KB]g.
1.
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3. Let c be a clause. Then
lim atms[KB; c] = f(q1 ^ : : : ^ qk ) j k  0 and (q1 _ : : : _ qk _ c) 2 EXPS[KB]g.15

As in the case of implicit belief, Levesque shows that minimal explanations and the result of
lim atms coincide if viewed as propositions [Lev89]. lim atms, while considerably weaker
than atms, has the bene t of being eciently computable.
Theorem 3 (Levesque) For any clause c, lim atms[KB; c] is computable in O(jKBj  jcj).
Coming back to our original goal of de ning a tractable notion of only-knowing-about, we
note that lim atms gives us the right characterization of what is known about some atom p
(we will look at an arbitrary  in a moment) for a given KB, just as atms does in the case of
implicit belief.
Theorem 4 Let p be an atom, ?p = lim atms[KB; p], and ?p = lim atms[KB; :p]. Then

j=OKB  Ohpi[

^

c2?p

(c  p) ^

^

c2?p

(c  :p)]:

Proof : The proof is a straightforward adaptation of the proof of the analogous result for
implicit belief (Theorem 2). 

More importantly, given the previous two theorems, it is not hard to show that all that is
known about p is computable in time linear in the size of KB.
Theorem 5 All that is known about p with respect to KB is computable in O(jKBj).
Proof
V 3, ?p and ?p can be computed in time O(jKBj). Also, the size of
V : By Theorem
= c2?p (c  p) ^ c2?p (c  :p) is bounded by the size of KB, that is, can be constructed
in time O(jKBj). 
The general case of an arbitrary subject  is not much harder. First, note that Lemma 4.1
also holds in the case of OBa. Thus, in order to compute what is known about  we only
need to compute what is known about each p 2  and conjoin the results. This can be done
in O(jKBj  j j).
Finally, it is perhaps instructive to look at an example that clearly exhibits the reasons
why it is so easy to compute what is known about  .
Example 5.1 Let KB = fp; (s  q); (p ^ q)  rg and let  = frg. Then OKB  Ohi[(p ^
q)  r], that is, in order to nd out what is known about r we only need to go through the
clauses (which are written as implications here) and collect those that mention r. Note that
under implicit belief, we would also have to include (s  r) since OKB  L(s  r). In other
words, we would have to apply full resolution to nd all the relevant clauses.
Levesque considers the more general case of objective sentences in conjunctive normal form as the second
argument to lim atms, which he calls abd.
15

15

6 Summary and future work
In this paper, we proposed a formalization of only-knowing-about, that is, the notion that
something is all an agent knows about some subject matter, where subject matter was taken
to be a set of atoms in a propositional logic. We explored some of the logical properties of
this notion and were able to show a tight connection to deKleer's ATMS. Furthermore, by
weakening the underlying model of belief, we arrived at a form of only-knowing-about that is
eciently computable.
As for future work, OLa needs an axiomatization to really understand all of the properties
of only-knowing-about. Furthermore, the logic needs to be generalized to the rst-order case.
This is not at all straightforward, since the propositional case relies heavily on the fact that we
can restrict ourselves to clauses rather than arbitrary sentences, an assumption that does not
work in the rst-order case. Another issue is the multi-agent scenario, where only-knowingabout plays an important role as indicated in the introduction. However, so far there is not
even a multi-agent formalization of only-knowing!
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